
Some Historical Remarks on
the General Circulation

“Science is done by humans.” (starting sentence
in Werner Heisenberg's autobiography).

“... at any given time, the most active scientists
and technicians – in the rush of new discoveries
and inventions, or their sturdy adherence to old
methods or their own convictions – will never be
sufficiently aware of their one-sidedness. The only
possible, but by no means reliable, remedy would
be to try to learn from history.” (Bergeron, 1959).
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Galilei & Kepler (around 1600): absolute eastward
motion of the fluid (atmosphere or ocean) independent 
of latitude → westward (easterly) relative motion near
the Equator, eastward (westerly) relative motion in
higher latitudes; to both Galilei and Kepler the trade
winds were a proof that the Earth rotated

from Persson (2008)
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Edmund Halley
(1656–1742), picture around 1687

An Historical Account of the Trade
Winds, and Monsoons, observable
in the Seas between and near the
Tropicks, with an attempt to assign
the Physical cause of the said
Winds. Philos. Trans. (1686)

Historical side note: Halley was in
contact with Newton and convinced
him to publish his Principia, which
appeared just one year after his
trade wind paper, in 1687!
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Map from Halley's 1686 paper

“New Holland”
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Mercator, 1587, Terra Australis Incognita - “unknown land of the South”
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Halley (1686): solar heating as the
driving force behind the trade winds

● causes air to rise near the Equator
● this air has to be replaced from the
subtropics

● flow is “pulled” westward by diurnal
movement of sun

from Persson (2008)
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George Hadley
(1685–1768)
Concerning the Cause
of the General Trade-
Winds. Philos. Trans.
London (1735).

Crucial role of
Earth's rotation

Global angular
momentum
conservation
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George Hadley
(1685–1768)
Concerning the cause of
the general trade winds.
Philos. Trans. London
(1735).

conservation of linear
momentum → surface wind
of ~40 m/s at the equator

friction slows down wind to
observed speeds

Conservation of angular
momentum → ~70 m/s!!

from Persson (2008)



  11from Lorenz (1983)

General circulation as
envisioned by Hadley

from Persson (2009)

Linear momentum
conservation

Angular momentum
conservation
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● Hadley's work remained largely unnoticed
for decades

● Hadley's explanation of the trade winds
was rediscovered several times:

● Immanuel Kant in 1756
● Pierre Simon de Laplace in 1775, 1796
● John Dalton in 1793, who while his
book was in print found out about
Hadley's work and added a comment

● Heinrich Dove in the 1830's, but later
'Dove-Hadley Principle'

● eventually Ferrel (1856, 1858), who
brought in the full Coriolis effect
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from Persson (2009)Dove, 1837:

Dalton, 1837:

Dove, reply:
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William Ferrel
(1817–1891)
An essay on the winds and
the currents of the ocean.
Nashville Journal of Medicine
and Surgery (1856).

Ferrel, 1858:

“If a body is moving in any direction, there is a force arising from
the Earth's rotation, which always deflects it to the right in the
northern hemisphere, and to the left in the southern hemisphere.”
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Ferrel, 1856:
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From Hann-Süring (Lehrbuch der Meteorologie -
“Textbook of Meteorology”, 1926): (loosely translated)

“Ferrel's Theory … was first published at places and
in such a form, that hampered its distribution and
recognition. The mathematical form, in which it
appeared, was not very comprehensible to most
readers and likewise appeared uninviting to others,
due to its lack of elegance.”
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